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Mathematis EduationVarious kinds of mathematial ativities.CalulatingTransforming a given representation of an objet to a simpler one.
(x + y)2  x2 + 2xy + y2SolvingFinding objets that satisfy given properties.x2 − 5x + 6 = 0 x = 2 ∨ x = 3ProvingReasoning whether a property holds for an in�nite lass of objets.

∀x ∈ R : x ≥ 0 ⇒ ∃y ∈ R : x = y2  trueModelingFinding properties that adequately haraterize a problem domain.Traditionally, mathematis eduation has foused on the �rst two items.Wolfgang Shreiner http://www.ris.uni-linz.a.at 3/29



Real Life TodayCalulating and SolvingEssential ompetene of omputers.Modeling and ReasoningEssential ompetene of humans.Typial Projet PhasesWrite a spei�ation that desribes desired results.Formally: develop a mathematial theory.Validate the spei�ation by a ritial analysis.Formally: prove theorems in the theory.Verify the projet results with respet to the spei�ation.Formally: prove that objets satisfy theorems.Modeling and reasoning (rather than alulating and solving) areneessary key quali�ations for modern professions.Wolfgang Shreiner http://www.ris.uni-linz.a.at 4/29



Example: Software DevelopmentWrite a software spei�ation.Formally: A relation between a program's input and its output.R(x , y) :⇔ I (x) ⇒ O(x , y)Validate the spei�ation by a ritial analysis.Formally: Prove that the relation holds for some desired outputs anddoes not hold for some undesired ones.R(a, b0),¬R(a, b1)Verify the projet results with respet to the spei�ation.Formally: prove that, for every input, the output omputed by theprogram satis�es the relation.
∀x : R(x ,F (x))Program spei�ations an serve as a rih soure of examples formathematial modeling and reasoning.Wolfgang Shreiner http://www.ris.uni-linz.a.at 5/29



Example: A Program Spei�ationGiven an array a with elements from T , a position p in a, and a length l ,return the array b derived from a by removing a[p], . . . , a[p + l ].Input: a ∈ T ∗, p ∈ N, l ∈ NInput ondition:p + l ≤ length(a)Output: b ∈ T ∗Output ondition:let n = length(a) inlength(b) = n − l ∧
(∀i ∈ N : i < p ⇒ b[i ] = a[i ]) ∧
(∀i ∈ N : p ≤ i < n − l ⇒ b[i ] = a[i + l ])Mathematial theory:T ∗ :=

⋃i∈N
T i ,T i := Ni → T , Ni := {n ∈ N : n < i}length : T ∗ → N, length(a) = suh i ∈ N : a ∈ T iWolfgang Shreiner http://www.ris.uni-linz.a.at 6/29



The Language of Prediate LogiFor modeling and reasoning, one needs a preise language.The language of prediate logiAtomi propositions, onnetives, quanti�ers.Indispensable tool for understanding statements.Preise desription of omplex properties and relationships.Framework for thinking, ommuniating, arguing.Hardly taught in shool, only rudimentary at universities.Hampers ommuniation a lot.One important goal of mathematial eduation is (should be) to train thepratial use of this language.
Wolfgang Shreiner http://www.ris.uni-linz.a.at 7/29



Tool SupportVisualization/animation toolsHelp to grasp formula interpretations, not to understand reasoning.Proof hekersHelp to verify orretness of proofs, not to onstrut suh proofs.Automated theorem proversAttempt to automatially onstrut proofs by automati strategy.If fails, proof may be restarted with a modi�ed strategy.If suessful, proof may be studiedA passive at of onsumption, not an ative at of onstrution.Interative proving assistantsCombination of user interations and automati methods.Visualization of a (partial) proof in a strutured form.User selets appropriate strategy that is exeuted by assistant.User may injet ritial insight: instantiate existential goals oruniversal assumptions, apply lemmas, et.Low-level reasoning steps may be ompletely automated.SMT (satis�ability modulo theory solvers):Wolfgang Shreiner http://www.ris.uni-linz.a.at 8/29



Proving AssistantsTarget: (eduation in) omputer-supported program veri�ation.Personal evaluation of several proving assistants (2004/2005).For lassroom use as well as for real veri�ations.Test ases derived from veri�ations of sequential programs andonurrent systems (from small proofs to rather large ones).Frequently more di�ult to use than expeted.Steep learning urve.Poor usability respetively �look and feel�.Frequently less helpful than expeted.Too little fous on solving simple tasks (beome ompliated).Too muh fous on solving omplex tasks (tend to fail).Personal favorite: PVS.Pratial suess was ahieved with limited e�orts.Also larger veri�ations beame manageable.Evaluation yielded some insights on key aspets of proving assistants.Wolfgang Shreiner http://www.ris.uni-linz.a.at 9/29



Key Aspets of Proving AssistantsConvenient navigation in proof trees.User gets easily lost in large proofs.Aggressive simpli�ation and pretty presentation of proof states.User quikly loses intuition about interpretation of proof situation.Automation in dealing with arithmeti.Subtype relationship between integers and reals is helpful.Proof onstrution by ombination ofSemi-automati proof deomposition,
∀-introdution, ∃-elimination, ∧-introdution, et.Critial steps performed by user,
∀-elimination, ∃-introdution, ase distintion, et.(Semi-)deision proedures for ground theories.Uninterpreted funtion symbols, linear arithmeti, et.Proof stability under hanges of prediate de�nitions.If formula positions hange, referenes to positions break.Wolfgang Shreiner http://www.ris.uni-linz.a.at 10/29
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The RISC ProofNavigatorhttp://www.ris.uni-linz.a.at/researh/formal/software/ProofNavigatorA proof assistant developed at RISC.Employs the SMT solver CVC Lite (CVCL).Targeted for eduation in program reasoning.Fous on pratial aspets of proving.Rather than on theoretial elegane.Low-level reasoning ompletely delegated to SMT solver.Equalities, uninterpreted funtions, linear arithmeti, . . .High-level work made as omfortable as possible.Mainly appliation of pre-seleted proof deomposition strategies.Graphial user interfae with onvenient interation possibilities.Component of a program exploration environment.The RISC ProgramExplorer (under development).The user deals with the prediate-logi struture of a proof only;equality/inequality reasoning is performed fully automatially.Wolfgang Shreiner http://www.ris.uni-linz.a.at 12/29



The RISC ProofNavigator
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Using the SoftwareDevelop a theory.Text �le with delarations of types, onstants, funtions, prediates.Axioms (propositions assumed true) and formulas (to be proved).Load the theory.File is read; delarations are parsed and type-heked.Type-heking onditions are generated and proved.Prove the formulas in the theory.Human-guided top-down elaboration of proof tree.Steps are reorded for later replay of proof.Proof status is reorded as �open� or �ompleted�.Modify theory and repeat above steps.Software maintains dependenies of delarations and proofs.Proofs whose dependenies have hanged are tagged as �untrusted�.Exerise in the mathematial aspets of modeling and reasoning.Wolfgang Shreiner http://www.ris.uni-linz.a.at 14/29



Proving a FormulaProof of formula F is represented as a tree.Eah tree node denotes a proof state (goal).Logial sequent:A1,A2, . . . ⊢ B1,B2, . . ..Interpretation:
(A1 ∧ A2 ∧ . . .) ⇒ (B1 ∨ B2 ∨ . . .)Initially single node Axioms ⊢ F .

Constants: x0 ∈ S0, . . .
[L1] A1. . .
[Ln] An
[Ln+1] B1. . .
[Ln+m] BmThe tree must be expanded to ompletion.Every leaf must denote an obviously valid formula.Some Ai is false or some Bj is true.A proof step onsists of the appliation of a proving rule to a goal.Either the goal is reognized as true.Or the goal beomes the parent of a number of hildren (subgoals).The onjuntion of the subgoals implies the parent goal.Wolfgang Shreiner http://www.ris.uni-linz.a.at 15/29



An Open Proof Tree

Closed goals are indiated in blue; goals that are open (or have opensubgoals) are indiated in red. The red bar denotes the �urrent� goal.
Wolfgang Shreiner http://www.ris.uni-linz.a.at 16/29



A Completed Proof Tree
The visual representation of the omplete proof struture; by liking on anode, the orresponding proof state is displayed.
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Navigation CommandsVarious buttons support navigation in a proof tree.: prevGo to previous open state in proof tree.: nextGo to next open state in proof tree.: undoUndo the proof ommand that was issued in the parent of the urrentstate; this disards the whole proof tree rooted in the parent.: redoRedo the proof ommand that was previously issued in the urrentstate but later undone; this restores the disarded proof tree.Single lik on a node in the proof tree displays the orresponding state;double lik makes this state the urrent one.Wolfgang Shreiner http://www.ris.uni-linz.a.at 18/29



Proving CommandsThe most important proving ommands an be also triggered by buttons.(satter)Reursively applies deomposition rules to the urrent proof state andto all generated hild states; attempts to lose the generated states bythe appliation of a validity heker.(deompose)Like satter but generates a single hild state only (no branhing).(split)Splits urrent state into multiple hildren states by applying rule tourrent goal formula (or a seleted formula).(auto)Attempts to lose urrent state by instantiation of quanti�ed formulas.(autostar)Attempts to lose urrent state and its siblings by instantiation.Less frequently used ommands an be seleted from the menus.Wolfgang Shreiner http://www.ris.uni-linz.a.at 19/29



Proving StrategiesInitially: semi-automati proof deomposition.expand expands onstant, funtion, and prediate de�nitions.satter aggressively deomposes a proof into subproofs.deompose simpli�es a proof state without branhing.indution for proofs over the natural numbers.Later: ritial hints given by user.assume and ase ut proof states by onditions.instantiate provide spei� formula instantiations.Finally: simple proof states are losed by SMT solver.auto and autostar may help to lose formulas by the heuristiinstantiation of quanti�ed formulas.Appropriate ombination of semi-automati proof deomposition, ritialhints given by the user, and the appliation of an SMT solver is ruial.Wolfgang Shreiner http://www.ris.uni-linz.a.at 20/29
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Example: Veri�ation of Linear Searh0: {Input}1: m := a[0]2: i := 13: {Invariant}4: while i < n do5: if a[i ] < m then6: m := a[i ]7: i := i + 18: {Output}exeution 0 → 1 → 2 → 3V1 ≡ Input ∧m = a[0] ∧ i = 1 ⇒ Inv(m, i)exeution 3 → 4(true) → 5(true) → 6 → 7 → 3V2a ≡ Inv(m, i) ∧ i < n ∧ a[i ] < m ∧m0 = a[i ]∧ i0 = i + 1 ⇒ Inv(m0, i0)exeution 3 → 4(true) → 5(false) → 7 → 3V2b ≡ Inv(m, i) ∧ i < n ∧ a[i ] 6< m ∧ i0 = i + 1 ⇒ Inv(m, i0)exeution 3 → 4(false) → 8V3 ≡ Inv(m, i) ∧ i 6< n ⇒ OutputVeri�ation onditions orrespond to paths in program.Wolfgang Shreiner http://www.ris.uni-linz.a.at 22/29



Veri�ation of Linear SearhInput ≡ n > 0 ∧ a = olda ∧ n = oldnOutput ≡ a = olda ∧ n = oldn ∧
(∀i ∈ N : i < n ⇒ m ≤ a[i ]) ∧
(∃i ∈ N : i < n ∧m = a[i ])Invariant(m, i) ≡n > 0 ∧ a = olda ∧ n = oldn ∧1 ≤ i ≤ n ∧
(∀j ∈ N : j < i ⇒ m ≤ a[j ]) ∧
(∃j ∈ N : j < i ∧m = a[j ])Spei�ation and invariant have to be provided by programmer.
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The ProofNavigator Theorya: ARRAY INT OF INT; olda: ARRAY INT OF INT;n: INT; oldn: INT; m: INT; m_0: INT; i: INT; i_0: INT;Input: BOOLEAN =a = olda AND n = oldn AND n > 0;Output: BOOLEAN =a = olda AND n = oldn AND n > 0 AND(FORALL(i: INT): 0 <= i AND i < n => m <= a[i℄) AND(EXISTS(i: INT): 0 <= i AND i < n AND m = a[i℄);Invariant: (INT, INT) -> BOOLEAN =LAMBDA(m: INT, i: INT):a = olda AND n = oldn AND n > 0 AND 1 <= i AND i <= n AND(FORALL(j: INT): 0 <= j AND j < i => m <= a[j℄) AND(EXISTS(j: INT): 0 <= j AND j < i AND m = a[j℄);V1: FORMULAInput AND m = a[0℄ AND i = 1 => Invariant(m, i);V2_a: FORMULAInvariant(m, i) AND i < n AND a[i℄ < m AND m_0 = a[i℄ AND i_0 = i+1 =>Invariant(m_0, i_0);V2_b: FORMULAq Invariant(m, i) AND i < n AND NOT(a[i℄ < m) AND i_0 = i+1 =>Invariant(m, i_0);V3: FORMULAInvariant(m, i) AND NOT(i < n) => Output;Wolfgang Shreiner http://www.ris.uni-linz.a.at 24/29



The RISC ProofNavigatorV1: V3:
V2a: V2b:

Expanding de�nitions, deomposing proofs, instantiating quanti�ers.Wolfgang Shreiner http://www.ris.uni-linz.a.at 25/29
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Experiene�FM in Software Development� at the JKU Linz and FH Hagenberg.Courses for MS programs.About 16 leture units dediated to program veri�ation by proving.Students have BS and should be already familiar with logi.Not all are: variety of bakgrounds demands ompromises.Quality of proofs has onsiderably inreased.Paper-and-penil proofs were rarely proofs at all.Di�erene between a proof attempt and a real proof is pereived.Proof tree turns from red to blue.Conrete ahievement with orresponding satisfation.Majority beomes enabled to perform moderately omplex proofs.Struturally similar to those elaborated in the lass room.Some students seem to enjoy the hallenge and indeed like to workwith the assistant.Wolfgang Shreiner http://www.ris.uni-linz.a.at 27/29



ExperieneTired/bored students swith to �button pressing� mode.Stop to think and perform random ations to get work done (likeplaying a omputer adventure).Proofs with about 100 ommand appliations were submitted (lessthan a dozen would have su�ed).If a student is not interested in �nding out whether something is trueor not, using a tool does not hange the attitude.Initially restrit apabilities of proving assistant.First only allow low-level ommands to understand individualreasoning steps.Only later high-level deomposition rules and automati quanti�erinstantiation may be used.Real hallenge is �nding out why a proof attempt fails.Is the proof strategy inadequate?Does the program not meet its spei�ation?Does the spei�ation not have the intended meaning?Is the loop invariant to strong or too weak?Wolfgang Shreiner http://www.ris.uni-linz.a.at 28/29



ConlusionsThe software is limited in various aspets.Unexpeted strutural modi�ations of formulas by SMT solver.However, automati simpli�ation of atomi formulas andpropositional logi reasoning (modus ponens et) is very onvenient.Intermediate individual reasoning steps are not reorded/displayed.Mostly unneessary, sometimes desired (proof �debugging�).Automated arithmeti reasoning is restrited to linear arithmeti.a(b + 1) = ab + b annot be proved.Semi-deision proedures (omputer algebra) would be helpful.All in all, the integration of automated rule-based reasoning withinterative human assistane and semi-automati deision proeduresyields a usable tool for use in lassroom and elsewhere.Wolfgang Shreiner http://www.ris.uni-linz.a.at 29/29
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